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Summary 
In this paper, a sampling method is going to be introduce for 
classifying Electroencephalogram (as known as EEG) signals. 
This method consists of three steps. (i) Reduce EOG artifacts. (ii) 
Calculating the bandpower of the signal. (iii) Finding the best 
time segment of features with highest classification accuracy in 
the range of bandpower peaks. The Butterworth algorithm used 
for feature extraction and the classification accuracy measured by 
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Support Vector Machine 
(SVM), Naïve-Bayes (NB) and Random Forest (RF) algorithms. 
For the experiment, dataset 2b from BCI competition IV that 
recorded in 3 channels for motor imagery tasks were studied, two 
different mental tasks are examined for each subject in two class 
labels for right- and left- hand movement. 
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1. Introduction 

The EEG signal (also known as brain waves) is a 
technique that captures brain’s electrical activity. In more 
details, multiple channels of EEG are recorded 
simultaneously from various locations on the scalp for 
comparative analysis of activities in different regions of 
the brain [1]. EEG signal is viable for detecting motor 
imagery tasks e.g. hand movement. 
Based on world health organization (WHO) report on 2016, 
about 15% of the world population deal with some sort of 
disability [2], whilst there are some forms of disabilities 
that have nothing to do with how brain functions e.g. 
spinal cord injuries and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 
(ALS). Developing brain computer interface (BCI) devices 
like artificial hand [3] and mind controlled wheelchair [4] 
will have a huge impact on lots of people living, especially 
in less developed countries. 
There are massive numbers of researchers available that 
exploring different aspects of EEG signal processing, 
Siuly et al. presented a sampling technique that extracts 
features from signals using statistical concepts like mean, 
max, min, etc. [5, 6]. Robinson et al. used common spatial 
pattern (CSP) to provide spatial spectral information. 
Combination of CSP and linear discriminant analysis 
(LDA) classifier led to identifying hand movement speed 
in two fast/slow classes [7]. 
In this article will discuss if the proposed method for 
sampling EEG signals going to have a notable effect on 

classification accuracy compares to apply classification on 
raw features vector (Features without sampling). EEG 
signal can be described as time-varying spectral analysis, 
The Butterworth IIR filter is suitable for translating signals 
to a selected range of flatted frequency and calculate each 
channel’s bandpower. Also, the extracted features can be 
divided into segments based on recorded signal bandpower 
peaks and sample rate in each trial length. The results will 
be compared amongst four different classification 
algorithms, Linear Discriminant Analysis, Support Vector 
Machine, Naive Bayes and Random Forest. 
The rest of paper is organized as follows: in the next 
section will discuss about the dataset in more details, in 
section 3, going to describe what algorithms were used in 
the experiment, after that in section 4 specify how these 
algorithms used and describe the proposed method in more 
details, section 5 will share the results and discuss what the 
results mean. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6. 

2. Data Acquisition 

The dataset is taken from BCI competition IV, provided by 
Institute for Knowledge Discovery and the Graz 
University of Technology (available in [8]). The dataset 2b 
consists of 3 bipolar EEG channels (0.5-100Hz; notch 
filtered) and 3 EOG channels from 9 subjects in two 
classes for the left-hand and right-hand motor imagery 
tasks, for each subject, 5 sessions are provided and each 
session consists of several runs. For data recording, three 
electrodes in the position of C3, Cz and C4 (as illustrated 
in Figure 1) were recorded with the sample rate of 250Hz. 
For more information about the dataset visit [9]. 

 

Fig. 1. Position of EEG electrodes on the scalp 
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In this article, the accuracy will be measured for each 
specific subject and different trials. There are also 3 EOG 
channels provided in the datasets for noise reduction that 
will be discussed in “Preprocessing” section.  

3. Algorithms 

3.1 Preprocessing 

Considerable origin of EEG signal's noise comes from 
Electrooculographic (EOG) artifacts which generate from 
eye movement and its electrical activity. So an EOG 
artifact reduction method is going to apply on 3 EEG 
channels to prepare noise-free data, A. Schlogl et al. 
presented a fully automated noise reduction method in [10] 
that can calculate correction coefficients with the 
following equation: 

 
Where S is the signal without EOG artifact, Y is the 
recorded signal, U denotes the noise source that recorded 
from three electrodes shown in Figure 2, and b indicates 
the weights of the EOG artifacts at the EEG channel ch at 
time t. The result of this procedure is shown in Figure 3. 

3.2 Bandpower 

Butterworth IIR filter applied on data to take signal into 
the frequency domain, this filter aims to generate as flat as 
possible signal in a selected pass-band, in another word 
this algorithm will remove any information that is outside 
of the defined frequencies [11]. After that, it is possible to 
determine the energy of each channel in the specified band 

with squaring the time series magnitude.  in the 
following equation is the output of Butterworth filter. 

 

 

Fig. 2  Position of EOG electrodes [8] 

3.3 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) 

LDA is based on Fisher's Linear Discriminant, is a 
statistical model that separates data using hyper-planes 
[12]. LDA can find a vector in data, in a way that 
minimizes the space between mean of data and each class. 
In more details, LDA tries to minimize the following 
equation. 

 
 

mψ and mϕ stand for mean in data, sψ and sϕ means 
standard derivation where two classes are labeled as ψ and 
ϕ. 
The advantage of LDA algorithm is low computational 
complexity which makes it suitable for online Brain 
Computer Interface (BCI) applications, and simplicity of 
design.

 

Fig. 3. Compare noise removed (black color) signal with original signal (gray color) – first person of the examination, on 3 recorded channels. X axis is 
amplitude (micro-volt) and Y axis is time (samples)

3.4 Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

SVM classifier also uses discriminant hyper-planes for 
detecting each class by trying to maximize the distance 
between hyper-plane and the nearest training data point. 
With the available parameters for SVM, it is immune to 

over-fitting and curse of dimension but these parameters 
cause low execution speed [13]. 
Mentioned hyper-plane can be defined by the equation: 
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3.5 Random Forest 

RF classification algorithm generates a group of decision 
trees, each group uses a random subset of data for training, 
all the trees grow fully and independently, so the 
training/testing process can be done in parallel which can 
save execution time. The algorithm uses voting 
mechanism to predict output of the forest, simply the most 
popular class will be selected as the output [14]. 

3.6 Naïve Bayes 

NB is based on Baye's Theorem (following equation), the 
key idea of this method is looking at the variable 
independently, but this algorithm also performs well when 
the variables are dependent. This algorithm performs very 
well for high dimensional data space. One of the 
applications of this algorithm is real-time predictor which 
like LDA makes it suitable for online BCI [15]. 

 
It tries to find the posterior probability of P(c│D) (means, 
c is the best class label according to training data D) from 
P(D│c) (the probability of belonging data D to class label 
c), P(c) (the initial probability) and P(D) (the prior 
probability). 

4. Proposed Method 

As illustrated in figure 4, in this work, the process starts 
with noise reduction, after that the signal’s bandpower will 
be measured and continues to the novel sampling 
technique, in the last phase, final feature matrix will be 
segmented and passed to the classifiers, to achieve the best 
classification result. Each of these steps is described in 
sub-sections with more details. 
 

 

Fig. 4. Proposed method diagram 

4.1 Feature Extraction 

As discussed, the Bandpower is used as feature extraction 
algorithm, for band-pass filtering two frequency bands are 
selected, alpha rhythm in range of 10 Hz to 16 Hz (that is 
responsible for peace mental state) and beta rhythm in 
range of 20 Hz to 30 Hz (that is responsible for conscious 
thought and logical thinking mental state) are selected [16], 
simply because the mentioned rhythms generate features 

for two different mental states, thereby it is easier to 
distinguish features. 
Based on Event Related Synchronization (ERS) and Event 
Related Desynchronization (ERD) methods [17], the rise 
and fall in signal’s bandpower have a direct relation with 
subject’s brain activity. This logic will be used in the 
proposed sampling technique. 

4.2 Sampling 

In statistics, Sampling can be defined as the process of 
selecting a subgroup of data in a way that the trimmed data 
could represent the main features of the whole population. 
For sampling data, first signals divided by each trial, and a 
feature matrix creates in the time range of Local Maxima 
of each segment, the idea is taken from “Maximal 
Variation Sampling” in statistics and also it is safe to say 
that with this method, all the sudden changes in signals, 
which means different mental activities are captured. This 
sampling method can reduce the features matrix dimension 
by 75%. As shown in figure 5, the proposed sampling 
method will keep overall characteristics of the signal with 
fewer data points. 

 

Fig. 5. Selected data points from feature matrix 

qEEG (also known as EEG brain mapping) illustrated in 
figure 6 and 7, random trials were selected in 30Hz 
frequency for left- (A) and right- (B) hand motor imagery 
cerebral activity. The pattern shown, the proposed 
sampling method will have same characteristics as original 
signal in 30Hz frequency band, in which produces the 
main features in this study. 

 

Fig.6  EEG brain mapping for original signal, band-passed on 30Hz 
frequency, (A) for left hand and (B) for right hand motor imagery 
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Fig. 7. EEG brain mapping for signal with proposed sampling method, 
band-passed on 30Hz frequency, (A) for left hand and (B) for right hand 

motor imagery. 

4.3 Classification 

After preparing features, classification algorithms used to 
find a relation between features and classes (left-/right- 
hand movement). In this stage, the feature matrix will be 
segmented [18], The classification accuracy measured with 
four algorithms in each segment. There is a brief 
discussion about this procedure in sub-sections below. 

 
The segmentation process will be used for every classifier. 
In the mentioned algorithm, The Segments variable 
contains the length of each segment based on signal’s 
sample rate (line 1 to 4), after that the time vector will be 
calculated, based on all possible sum of segments vector 
and subject’s classes trigger position (line 8). The 
computed time vector will be used to find the relevant 
features in each segment and the class label in connection 
with that trial (line 9 to 10). This process will be repeated 
for each time segment and at the end, best classification 
model will be the output of the algorithm. As shown in 
line 12, the classification algorithm is a variable and can 
be one of the described algorithms. 

5. Result and Discussion 

Accuracy is the measurement of true classification results 
compare to observations. As ISO discussed in [19], higher 
accuracy has direct relation with trueness and precision. 
The accuracy can be measured by the following equation: 
 

 
 
Where the variables stand for True Positive (TP), True 
Negative (TN), False Positive (FP) and False Negative 
(FN). 
The accuracy of each classification method is shown in 
table 1, for each algorithm and trial, the accuracy 
measured with/without the proposed sampling method. As 
it is obvious, the proposed method has a huge impact on 
classification accuracy, mainly because the discussed 
method chooses valuable features, therefor with lower 
feature matrix dimension, the accuracy is getting better. 
Among the algorithms, RF has the lowest accuracy, but the 
other three have kind of close scores. The reason is that the 
random forest algorithm has a built-in sampling technique 
to distribute features into different trees, but with the 
proposed method, all the extracted features are important 
and can't miss any of them randomly. Although it is safe to 
say that with knowing how RF works, still, the proposed 
sampling method worked very well. 
The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve shows 
the performance of the generated models. Figure 6 shows 
ROC plot for each algorithm. It draws False Negative Rate 
(1-specificity) against True Positive Rate (sensitivity) 
which are calculated as shown in following: 

 

 
 

 
The ideal ROC plot happens when TPR grows rapidly 
whilst the FNR hardly increases. 
A better metric to translate the meaning of the ROC curve 
is Area Under Curve (AUC) that is presented in Table 2, 
keep in mind that the maximum number for the area under 
a ROC curve is 1 [20]. 

 

Fig. 8. ROC curve plot for LDA, SVM, NB and RF classifiers 

1    SegmentLen; 
2    NoS = ceil(SampleRate/SegmentLen); 
3    Segments = reshape((1:NoS*SegmentLen),SegmentLen,NoS); 
4    [CL, ~, cl] = unique(Classes); 
5    for k = 1:size(Segments,1), 
6      c = []; d = []; t = []; 
7      for k1 = 1:length(CL), 
8              t = allPossibleSumOfTwoVectors(Trigers(cl==k1),Segments(k,:)); 
9              tempFeatures = [tempFeatures; Features(t(:),:)]; 
10            tempClasses = [tempClasses; repmat(k1,numel(t),1)]; 
11    end; 
12    Classifier(k) = train(tempFeatures, tempClasses, classifierAlg); 
13    accuracy (k) = Classifier(k).ACC; 
14  end; 
15  BestClassifier = Classifier( max(accuracy) ); 
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In the second part of this section, the Kappa value 
measured for two top classification algorithms based on 
Table 1 results (LDA, NB). BCI competition IV used 
Kappa value as a measurement to identify the winner, 
which is the algorithm with the highest Kappa value, this 
variable gives a number from 0 to 1. If Random Accuracy 
declares as follows: 

 

 
Then Kappa value will be: 

 

As compared in Table 3, the proposed method with LDA 
and NB classification algorithms have the greater Kappa 
value compare to the competition winner scores. 
The winner algorithm by Zheng Yang Chin used Filter 
Bank Common Spatial Pattern (FBCSP) as feature 
extraction algorithm and used Naïve Bayes as 
classification method [21]. Jaime Fernando Delgado Saa 
and Yang Ping used LDA as the classification method. As 
it is obvious the proposed method with the same 
classification algorithm achieves better Kappa values. 
 

Table 1: Accuracy for each classification algorithm and trial, compared with (W) and without (W/O) the proposed method, all the numbers are in percent. 
Algorithm  #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 MEAN 

LDA W/O 55 59 54 54 48 51 55 59 55 54.4 
W 75 57 61 93 84 86 84 93 86 79.9 

SVM W/O 54 58 56 53 56 50 54 51 56 54.2 
W 76 57 64 95 58 85 81 93 84 77 

RF W/O 59 60 59 55 54 59 58 58 61 58.1 
W 66 55 58 93 80 74 55 85 75 71.2 

NB W/O 54 57 54 53 54 53 57 50 58 54.4 
W 68 62 63 95 86 82 80 93 86 79.4 

Table 2: The area under curve from ROC plot for each algorithm 
Algorithms LDA SVM NB RF 

AUC 0.983 0.982 0.895 0.831 

Table 3:  Compare BCI competition Kappa scores with proposed method two best algorithms 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 Kappa Contributor 

0.72 0.87 0.60 0.62 0.72 0.91 0.31 0.36 0.40 0.61 Proposed method with NB 
0.72 0.87 0.67 0.71 0.68 0.87 0.22 0.14 0.51 0.60 Proposed method with LDA 
0.74 0.85 0.56 0.61 0.86 0.95 0.22 0.21 0.40 0.60 Zheng Yang Chin 
0.78 0.84 0.61 0.62 0.71 0.94 0.14 0.21 0.42 0.58 Huang Gan 
0.61 0.85 0.38 0.49 0.57 0.77 0.12 0.12 0.19 0.46 Damien Coyle 
0.53 0.74 0.41 0.42 0.24 0.91 0.07 0.31 0.23 0.43 Shaun Lodder 
0.44 0.86 0.39 0.19 0.21 0.73 0.16 0.16 0.20 0.37 Jaime Fernando Delgado Saa 
0.47 0.76 0.14 0.00 0.25 0.43 0.07 0.09 0.02 0.25 Yang Ping 

 

6. Conclusion 

The process of translating EEG signals is complicated, 
various combination of techniques are available when it 
comes to noise reduction, feature extraction, feature 
selection and classification. The main view of this article 
is the usage of this technique on online BCI, to propose a 
superior algorithm for this purpose, a sampling method 
was introduced in a way to decrease the computation time 
and power with reducing data points. The proposed 
method's accuracy was tested among different classifiers 
and also compared with the BCI competition IV results, it 
shows that with the same classifiers used in the 
competition, the proposed method performs better. 
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